Walker Products 2018
Othermotive® Program Highlights

The Walker Products 2018 Small Engine Oxygen Sensor Program is the leading aftermarket program with 100% OEM based coverage. This program offers the following features.

Database Coverage:
• Through 2018 model year Walker Products has identified 9326 lines of oxygen sensor data for Motorcycle & Scooter, Marine, Snowmobiles, UTV’s and Industrial applications.
• Providing coverage for 8391 of these lines of data or 90% of all identified applications.

OEM Coverage:
• The 2018 Othermotive® Oxygen Sensor Program has 116 direct fit part numbers.
• This provides coverage for over 170 OE part numbers for over 4834 applications.

Award Winning Packaging:
• Walker Products is the recipient of the 2006 AAPEX “Excellence in Packaging” award.
• Walker Products is the recipient of the 2010 AIA “Best Packaging of a Product Line for Import Cars & Trucks” award.

Award Winning Catalogs:
• Walker Products is the recipient of the 2010 AIA “Best New Catalog for Import Cars & Trucks” award.
• Walker Products is the recipient of the 2012 bronze NCMA “Presidents Award for Electronic Data Excellence.”

Walker offers the most complete Oxygen Sensor Program:
• Lowest Inventory Costs
• All Makes – All Models
• Highest ROI

Featuring:
• 12 mm Delphi Planar Sensors (Late Model Harley Davidson)
• Air-Fuel Ratio Sensors
• 5-wire Wideband Sensors
• 12 & 18 mm Titania Sensors
• Comprehensive Zirconia Sensor Coverage
• Isolated and Case Ground Sensors
• FLO Sensors
• Planar Sensors
• All with OEM Connectors
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